**Finding:** All prominent electronic voting systems in the U.S. (Smartmatic, Sequoia, Diebold, ES&S, Dominion and Hart InterCivic) are networked to the same software engine and controlled by the same financiers tied to George Soros and the Queen’s Privy Council, thus making corrupt practices in U.S. elections a foregone conclusion. Lord Mark Malloch-Brown and Sir Geoffrey E. Pattie brag about their ability to “bend” elections, protected by the Queen.

**Recommendation:** In addition to the companies identified below, there are other companies trying to make voting secure with jpegs, separate validations, etc. on separate machines. However, no tech of any kind can maintain a “bipartisan chain of custody.” The human eye cannot see silicon circuits, software induced voltages, and that which is hidden from empirical observation. We can only ‘trust’ the process and the people. Electronic voting offends the entire concept of our Republic – which was formed on the concept that authority, being given from the “power of the people” who gain it directly from God, must be separated with jurisdictional boundaries so that the “tendency of men with too much authority to ‘oppress’” can be muted by that separation. Centralizing the voting process so that the ‘Fake News’ can report a sensationalized and profitable result is pure idiocy. We the People should not trust government. We must insist at all times and under all circumstances that dual-Federalism is maintained. We must all be mechanics of the Republic. The following voting machines must be scrapped immediately as the fruit of a poisoned tree called technocracy.

**Chief Electronic Voting Scammers:**

### SMARTMATIC
- **2000:** Founded in Venezuela
- **2004:** 28% Caesar Chavez-owned; offices in London UK, Caracas VZ, Boca Raton FL, Sunnyvale CA
- **2005:** Purchased Sequoia; acquired OpTech
- **2006:** Sold Sequoia-Smartmatic (US) to Smartmatic (UK)
- **2012:** Smartmatic (UK) operated R&D labs in US, Brazil, Venezuela, Barbados, Panama, UK, Netherlands, UAE, Phillipines, Estonia and Taiwan.
- **2014:** SGO (Lord Malloch-Brown) acquired Smartmatic (UK)

### SEQUOIA
- **1960:** Mathematical Systems Corp; punch cards
- **1970:** Diamond National Corp acquired Mathematical
- **1983:** Sequoia Pacific; acquired Diamond
- **1984:** Sequoia Voting Machines formed from Diamond, Automatic Voting Machine Corp, OpTech license from Smartmatic
- **1997:** Sequoia purchased by Smartmatic (UK)
- **2010:** DOJ-triggered sale of Smartmatic to US investors (Mitt Romney, Bain Capital, Booz Allen), renamed company Sequoia
- **2011:** Sold to Dominion (Canada)
- **2011:** Filed Chapter 11 bankruptcy in US

### DIEBOLD / ES&S / DOMINION
- **1974:** Klopp Printing, Urosevich Bros, created OpTech; ally with Westinghouse Corp to sell Data Mark Systems
- **1979:** Urosevich Bros and Westinghouse start American Information Systems
- **1997:** America Info acquired ESD; renamed to Election Systems & Software (ES&S); licensed OpTech to Diebold (later renamed Premier)
- **1998:** ES&S acquired Votronic fully electronic voting (DRE)
- **2006:** Diebold rebranded to Premier Election Systems
- **2009:** ES&S acquired Premier
- **2010:** Dominion Voting Systems acquired Premier (formerly Diebold) in a DOJ-triggered anti-trust divestiture

### HART INTERCIVIC
- **2000:** Hart InterCivic spun off from Hart Graphics to focus on election systems
- **2010:** Mitt Romney, Bain Capital, Booz Allen purchased Smartmatic (US); acquires OpTech license from DOJ-triggered sale; renamed it Sequoia

### LORD MALLOCH-BROWN
- **2010:** Avid introduced LeaderPlus Election Night Newsroom management suite
- **2012:** Investec Plc, Malloch-Brown invested in ISIS Management Limited (Investec Plc); Avid introduced Avid Knowledge Base
- **ISIS Management Console** - Agent Settings as compliment to LeaderPlus; pushes Fake News scripts to MSM election news anchors in real time
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